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Returning to the Theme
By Michaela Mueller

So after a year of having the theme FREE INDEED for MOPS, I am asking myself: Has anything changed in my life? I don’t want to 
just show up and nod my head, I want to be part of organizations that change me and grow me. 

As I was singing in church the other week, I was overwhelmed with emotion as I sang some of the words to Rescuer by Rend 
Collective:

He's our rescuer
He's our rescuer

We are free from sin forevermore
Oh how sweet the sound
Oh how grace abounds

We will praise the Lord our rescuer

[Bridge]
So come and be chainless
Come and be fearless

Come to the foot of Calvary
There is redemption
For every affliction

Here at the foot of Calvary

I thought about our MOPS theme and then I thought about how I had spent the past week not living in freedom, blaming other 
people for not being there for me when I was sick, angry about my husband being out of town, frustrated with how much I felt like I 
needed and wasn’t getting to thrive in life. … and that day I chose to seek God about why I felt these chains so strongly as a mom 
with more responsibilities than I could handle on my own. And what I started to realize was that this was not a one size fits all 
approach, but as I read God’s Word, He did make it clear to me that I needed to ask for help and let go of the pride that made me 
want others to think I could do it all. I needed to own the woman God had made me to be and find ways to have the alone time I 
needed to flourish and get centered on what He thinks, more than what other people think, or how I compare. My default setting I 
am learning is to live with chains and to live in fear, and it takes a lot of intentionality and honesty before God and others to live in 
freedom. But I am walking away from this wonderful year of MOPS praying that God would keep changing my heart, so that I can be 
free from sin forevermore and notice when I am not living out what I believe in my heart.  I want to keep asking God how I can be 
chainless, how I can be fearless and trust in the amazing story He is writing for my life.

After this year of MOPS, what areas in your life have you seen that needed FREEDOM? How are God’s fingerprints on the story of 
your life?

Today at MOPS: 
Gretchen Garrison

Summer Fun!
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Announcements:
This is our last meeting of the year

Be on the lookout in your email and on facebook for summer MOPS meet-ups! Contact Mara Krivolavek if 
you have any questions about summer plans: Connemara.Courtney@gmail.com or text/call 512-750-2371

This week in MOPS Kids they will be learning about Jesus going back to heaven. All 
stories this year are from The Beginner’s Bible and the kids love it!

Best Summer Memories with my kids from Mentor Moms

Jill: -No Screentime until after lunch or naps
-Summer Chore Chart - mainly just so I didn't hear "I'm bored" ever because they knew what I would say if I heard that. 

-Healthy Snacks were allowed all day long (veggies/fruit) all other snacks had to be approved by me -mainly because depending upon the age and 
growth spurt, "I'm hungry" was also a repetitive  phrase, so as long as it was healthy I didn't mind if they ate all day long. (We did at one point have to 

write out and post what was healthy and what was not.)

Living on acreages was nice for evening bonfires, walks and exploring. One year, we gathered all of the different wildflowers and leaves we could find 
so our walks had "purpose and a mission" involved. 

Cindy: We always did the fun things like lemonade stands, swimming , church camps.  Most of all was our vacation every 
summer at our family cabin in the north woods of Minnesota on the Mississippi River.  Never missed a summer -- not 

everyone has this option -- but you can have a vacation and that’s important...memories are made and your away from home 
and together.

Diane: Water balloons, water guns and sprinklers were always a fun way to change the routine. The kids loved it when 
I would join in.

Trips to the library were a regular summer activity. Each child had their own library card which made it a big deal.
My son would say shooting ground squirrels, but I figured I shouldn’t say that.

Summer was a good reminder that it’s okay to bend the rules!

Lorri: We would get out the tent, sleeping bags and s'mores for a camping experience in our yard, at least 2 or 3 times a summer. I would 
plan a family night activity to do in the tent, and we would tell stories of when their mom & dad were kids. Then I would usually sneak in for 

a good night sleep while Scott stayed in the tent with the preschoolers. They got so excited for it and absolutely loved it!
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